ABOUT EUE/SCREEN GEMS STUDIOS
WILMINGTON, NC Updated Jan. 6, 2016
EUE/Screen Gems supplies content, digital creative, production space,
studios, technological infrastructure and support for movie, film and
commercial producers. With a headquarters and content division in New
York City, they own studio production campuses in Wilmington, NC and
Atlanta.
About EUE/Screen Gems Studios Wilmington, NC
The port city of Wilmington, NC has welcomed the film industry for more
than 25 years, dating back to the production of “Firestarter” in 1985. The
Cooney family purchased a smaller version of the present day studios in
1996. Today, the lot offers:
• 50 acres (many shows build out the back lot) with 10 stages
• 150,000 sq ft of clear-span production space
• 3,700+ film locations available through the Wilmington Regional Film
Commission
• The campus has been home to more than 400 productions, including
“Sleepy Hollow” (Fox), “Under the Dome” (CBS), “Iron Man 3” (Marvel),
“One Tree Hill” (CW and Warner Bros. Television), “Eastbound & Down”
(HBO) and more.
• Productions that shoot here also encounter highly trained, experienced,
world-class crew that have worked in the region for three generations.
• In 2009, Stage 10 opened in Wilmington, N.C. A $15 million
investment, Stage 10 boasts a 37,500-sq-ft, clear-span sound stage with a
special effects water tank. It’s one of the largest sound stages east of
Hollywood—and in the world. Stage 10 first hosted New Line Cinema’s
“Journey 2: The Mysterious Island” in early 2011. The film used the
studio’s water tank and special effects capabilities and shot in 3-D. The

stage’s large size was critical in landing “Iron Man 3.”
• In 2012, all ten stages on the Wilmington complex were used to
host Marvel’s “Iron Man 3,” the largest production ever to shoot in North
Carolina. The studios installed state of the art digital infrastructure to allow
Marvel to collaborate with digital and special effects collaborators all over
the world.
• The 2013 movie and television schedules saw excellent box office and
ratings for several productions hosted at EUE/Screen Gems Studios in
Wilmington, NC, including “The Conjuring” (Warner Bros. Pictures); “We’re
the Millers” (New Line Cinema); “Sleepy Hollow (Fox); “Under The Dome”
(CBS)
• 2014 was another great year for the Wilmington Film Industry. “Under
the Dome” (CBS) and “Sleepy Hollow” (Fox), “Max Steel” (Dolphin
Entertainment and Mattel Entertainment) and “Secrets and Lies” (ABC)
also shot on the lot.
• 2015 marked a slow-down in the industry as the North Carolina film
incentive was discontinued; 2016 has witnessed an uptick as the North
Carolina General Assembly partially restored the incentive, and TNT’s
“Good Behavior” and the History Channel are now shooting on the
production campus in early 2016.
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